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Wolf spiders within the genus Schizocosa have become a model system for exploring
the form and function of multimodal communication. In terms of male signaling, much
past research has focused on the role and importance of dynamic and static visual and
substrate-borne vibratory communication. Studies on S. retrorsa, however, have found
that female-male pairs were able to successfully mate in the absence of both visual and
vibratory stimuli, suggesting a reduced or non-existent role of these signaling modalities
in this species. Given these prior findings, it has been suggested that S. retrorsa males
may utilize an additional signaling modality during courtship—air particle movement,
often referred to as near-field sound—which they likely produce with rapid leg waving
and receive using thin filiform sensory hairs called trichobothria. In this study, we tested
the role of air-particle movement in mating success by conducting two independent sets
of mating trials with randomly paired S. retrorsa females and males in the dark and on
granite (i.e., without visual or vibratory signals) in two different signaling environments—
(i) without (“No Noise”) and (ii) with (“Noise”) introduced air-particle movement intended
to disrupt signaling in that modality. We also ran foraging trials in No Noise/Noise
environments to explore the impact of our treatments on overall behavior. Across both
mating experiments, our treatments significantly impacted mating success, with more
mating in the No Noise signaling environments compared to the Noise environments.
The rate of leg waving—a previously assumed visual dynamic movement that has also
been shown to be able to produce air particle displacement—was higher in the No Noise
than Noise environments. Across both treatments, males with higher rates of leg waving
had higher mating success. In contrast to mating trials results, foraging success was not
influenced by Noise. Our results indicate that artificially induced air particle movement
disrupts successful mating and alters male courtship signaling but does not interfere
with a female’s ability to receive and assess the rate of male leg waving.
Keywords: wolf spider, Schizocosa retrorsa, mating success, near-field sound, multimodal signaling, signaling
environment, behavioral plasticity, environmental noise
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example, may generate air particle movement that is detectable
by receivers. Indeed, past discoveries of the involvement of
previously unknown or underappreciated sensory systems have
been arguably among the most exciting advances in animal
communication research. We now know, for example, that big
brown bats (Eptesicus fuscus) use ultrasonic calls not only to find
food but that their calls also have unique properties to recognize
individuals and thus function in communication (Masters et al.,
1995). California ground squirrels (Spermophilus beecheyi) can
add a thermal component to their tail flagging to defend
themselves against infrared-sensitive rattlesnakes (Rundus et al.,
2007). Several species of moths, including the Asian corn borer
(Ostrinia furnacalis), produce ultrasonic frequencies of sound at
a low level as a part of their courtship ritual so that their mates can
hear them, but predators remain unaware (Nakano et al., 2009).
More recent findings show that bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus) can respond to electric fields using the vibrissal crypts
on their snouts (Hüttner et al., 2022) and orb-weaving spiders
(Larinioides sclopetarius) can detect airborne sounds using their
webs (Zhou et al., 2022). In many of these examples, the focal
animals have sensory systems that differ markedly to those of
humans, and it is only through an appreciation of these sensory
abilities that signaling traits and interactions can be understood
(Eakin, 1972; Budelmann, 1992).
There is huge variation in sensory systems across animal
taxa and many of these systems are poorly understood. Within
the arthropods, for example, we observe multiple spectral
classes of photoreceptors in mantis shrimp (Order Stomatopoda)
(Marshall, 1988; Marshall et al., 2007), the Johnston’s organ
in insects (Order Diptera) (Johnston, 1855; Boekhoff-Falk,
2005; Gibson and Russell, 2006), pectines of scorpions (Order
Scorpiones) (Brownell, 1988; Wolf, 2017), malleoli of solifugae
(Order Solifugae) (Brownell and Farley, 1974), elongate sensory
legs of amblypygids (Order Amblypygi) (Igelmund, 1987; Santer
and Hebets, 2011) and enlarged anterior median eyes of jumping
spiders (Order Araneae, Family Salticidae) (Land, 1969; Harland
and Jackson, 2002), among others. For many of these sensory
organs, we have a very superficial understanding of their function.
Several orders of arachnids also possess a type of particularly
fine filiform hair sensilla called trichobothria (Görner and
Andrews, 1969; Barth et al., 1993; Barth, 2000). Trichobothria
and similar hair sensilla in crustaceans and insects are extremely
sensitive to very small medium particle displacements (Görner
and Andrews, 1969; Breithaupt, 2002; Shimozawa et al., 2003).
Spiders can possess multiple trichobothria on their legs and
the currently known hair functions include prey capture and
predator avoidance (Barth et al., 1995; Suter, 2003), with no
existing examples (in spiders) of their use in receiving air particle
movement signals as part of courtship assessment.
The potential incorporation of air particle movement in the
production and reception of communication displays has not
received much research attention beyond a few focal taxonomic
groups. The well-known waggle dance of honeybees, for example,
generates air particle movement (265–350 Hz) that enables hive
mates to find the dancer even in the dark (Tsujiuchi et al., 2007).
Directional air particle movement produced by the wings of
male Drosophila is an important aspect of their courtship display

INTRODUCTION
Animals communicate with each other for a multitude of reasons
with displays that can often be received and processed by different
sensory systems (Hebets, 2011; Higham and Hebets, 2013).
Wild spotted hyenas (Crocuta crocuta), for example, receive
visual signals from relaxed open mouths and head-bobbing
behavior of conspecifics that leads to the initiation of play fights
with playmates (Nolfo et al., 2021); Oriental magpie robins
(Copsychus saularis) receive information from conspecifics about
threats, submission, or distress through different acoustic signals
(Manshor and Augustine Gawin, 2020); red-eyed treefrog males
(Agalychnis callidryas) assess their opponents’ size and status
through their vibratory signals, or tremulations (Caldwell et al.,
2010); and ovulating female sea lamprey (Petromyzon marinus)
are attracted to males by their pheromones, or olfactory signals
(Teeter, 1980; Siefkes et al., 2005). Animal communication
research has focused on many animal systems such as these
where the signal is presumed to operate through a single sensory
modality. There is also widespread recognition, however, that
many animal displays incorporate signals in multiple sensory
modalities, i.e., many animals engage in multimodal signaling
(Rowe and Guilford, 1996; Partan and Marler, 1999; Hebets
and Papaj, 2005; Hebets and McGinley, 2019). Multimodal
communication displays that incorporate signals of various form
can also be received and processed through multiple independent
sensory systems (Hebets, 2011; Higham and Hebets, 2013;
Halfwerk et al., 2019).
A first step in understanding the evolution and function of
multimodal signaling is to identify potential sensory systems
that might be involved (Halfwerk et al., 2019). To date, much
research in this area has focused on presumed bimodal signaling
systems, or on the reaction of receivers to signals received by two
sensory systems. Male fowl (Gallus gallus), for example, have been
studied for their use of movements (visual) and calls (acoustic—
air borne sound) to attract a female’s attention (Smith et al.,
2011). Estrildid finches (Family Estrildidae) are known to use
singing (acoustic), dancing (visual), and color patterns (visual)
as part of their multimodal courtship displays (Gomes et al.,
2017); and many frog species incorporate combinations of visual,
acoustic, substrate-borne vibratory (hereafter “vibratory”), and
chemical components during signaling (reviewed in Starnberger
et al., 2014). Similarly, within the multimodal courtship signaling
of male wolf spiders, studies to date on the genus Schizocosa
have focused predominantly on the female’s reactions to static
and dynamic visual and vibratory signaling, and their potential
interactions (Hebets, 2005; Hebets et al., 2011, 2021; Uetz et al.,
2016; Hebets and McGinley, 2019; Choi and Hebets, 2021;
Starrett et al., 2022).
The classification of signaler displays as unimodal vs. bimodal
represents our current best attempts to understand signal form
and function given our human sensory biases, our limitations
in understanding the sensory physiology of focal taxa, and
sometimes limitations to experimental designs. In all the previous
examples of bimodal signaling, for example, signal detection
might be informed by more than two different sensory systems.
Dynamic movements that we presume to be visual signals, for
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vibratory signaling (Rundus et al., 2010; Hebets et al., 2013;
Hebets and McGinley, 2019). With their blackened femurs
contrasting against the adjacent lightened foreleg segments
(Stratton, 2005; Starrett et al., 2022), males extend their legs
and rapidly wave them up and down in an “extended leg
tap” (hereafter “leg wave”) followed by a “push-up” display
(Hebets et al., 1996). There are distinct vibratory signals that
accompany the production of both dynamic visual movements
(Supplementary Video 1). Nonetheless, multiple studies have
now confirmed that S. retrorsa males can successfully mate when
females are unable to detect signals in either, or both, of these
signaling modalities (Hebets et al., 2008; Rundus et al., 2010; Choi
et al., 2019). In mating trials run in complete darkness [without
the potential for females to detect visual signaling (DeVoe et al.,
1969; DeVoe, 1972)] and on granite (removing the potential
for females to detect vibratory signals Elias et al., 2004), pairs
were still able to mate as successfully as in trials where they
could detect both visual and vibratory stimuli (Rundus et al.,
2010). Furthermore, across all signaling environments, even in
the absence of visual and vibratory stimuli, the rate of male leg
waving was predictive of mating success. Males who engaged
in more bouts of leg waving had higher copulation success
regardless of the presence or absence of visual or vibratory signals
(Rundus et al., 2010), suggesting that females are attending to
and assessing the leg waving rate itself. The authors of this latter
study calculated the leg waving frequency to be 13.55 Hz and
argued that the male’s dynamic leg waving could generate air
particle movement that was detectable by a female S. retrorsa
(Rundus et al., 2010). Multiple studies have now suggested
the potential presence of air particle movement signals in the
courtship display of S. retrorsa (Rundus et al., 2010; Choi et al.,
2019), but the actual involvement of this signaling modality has
not been tested until now.
This study tests the hypothesis that air particle displacement
generated by the dynamic leg waving display of S. retrorsa
males is crucial for a male’s mating success. Support for this
hypothesis would indicate that females rely on a previously
overlooked sensory system to detect and assess courtship
signaling. The (substrate-borne) vibrations that are common
and important in many Schizocosa species’ courtship displays,
for example (Hebets et al., 2013), are assumed to be detected
by lyriform slit sense organs on the walking legs. These
sensory organs are the vibration receptors of spiders and
detect physical deformation or cuticular strain in response to
vibrations on the surface in contact with the legs (Walcott,
1969; Barth and Bohnenberger, 1978; Barth, 2002). The specific
type of vibrations (leg taps or pedipalp drumming by males)
that these organs respond to can vary by the placement of
the organs on the legs (Knowlton and Gaffin, 2019). Air
particle movement, in contrast, is assumed to be detected by
filiform sensory hairs (trichobothria) which are deflected by the
force of air particles (Barth and Holler, 1999; Barth, 2002).
Depending on the frequency of air particle movements, the
trichobothria are deflected at certain angles to elicit responses
(Barth et al., 1993, 1995) and this can also provide the spider
with directional information (Friedel and Barth, 1997). In this
study, in the absence of visual or vibratory signals, we aim

(Tauber and Eberl, 2003). In courtship displays of African cave
crickets (Phaeophilacris spectrum), males perform a series of wing
flicks at a low frequency of 8–12 Hz which the females respond to
by calming down into a receptive state for copulation (Heidelbach
et al., 1991; Heidelbach and Dambach, 1997). Finally, during
agonistic contests in the amblypygid Phrynus marginemaculatus,
individuals rapidly vibrate their antenniform legs close to their
opponent at a frequency of around 29 Hz (Santer and Hebets,
2008). The duration of these antenniform leg vibrations is
predictive of contest winners (Fowler-Finn and Hebets, 2006;
Santer and Hebets, 2008) and trichobothria were shown to be
responsive to the displayed frequencies of air particle movement
(Santer and Hebets, 2008). In a follow-up study, when these
trichobothria were ablated, contests increased in duration (Santer
and Hebets, 2011), consistent with the idea that the production
and reception of air particle movement is a critical part of
agonistic signaling in this species.
While a communication function has only been explored in
a handful of arthropod taxa, the production and reception of
air particle movements is important in many other contexts.
The trichobothria of wandering spiders (Cupiennius salei), for
example, can respond to the wingbeats of a fly more than
25 cm away (Barth et al., 1995). In the fishing spider, Dolomedes
triton, air particle movements detected by trichobothria enable
spiders to respond faster to attacks by predators (Suter, 2003).
Caterpillars Baratha brassicae L. (Lepidoptera, Noctuidae) exhibit
defensive displays in response to low frequency stimuli which
they receive with filiform hairs on their dorsal surface (Markl
and Tautz, 1975), and mosquitoes (Toxorhynchites brevipalpis)
use the Johnston’s organ at the base of the antennae to sense
the air particle movement generated by the wingbeats of other
mosquitoes (Gibson and Russell, 2006). Given the prevalence
and importance of air particle movement in other contexts, we
propose that air particle movement is a likely “hidden” modality
in the communication displays of many arthropods.
Like in other taxonomic groups, studies of male courtship
signaling in spiders have thus far focused predominantly on
bimodal (in this case static and dynamic visual and vibratory)
signaling and sensory reception. Jumping spiders in the genus
Habronattus, for example, are impressive in their coordination of
sexually dimorphic ornamentation and associated dynamic visual
displays with their complex vibratory songs that can consist of
up to 20 elements (Elias et al., 2003, 2012). Similarly, decades of
research on wolf spiders in the genus Schizocosa have explored
the form and function of visual (ornamentation and dynamic
movements) and vibratory signaling (reviewed in Uetz and
Roberts, 2002; Stratton, 2005; Hebets et al., 2013; Uetz et al., 2016;
Hebets and McGinley, 2019; Starrett et al., 2022). Despite major
advances in our understanding of bimodal signal interactions
in select species [e.g., S. ocreata (Scheffer et al., 1996; Uetz
et al., 2016); S. uetzi (Hebets, 2005); S. stridulans, (Hebets et al.,
2011); S. floridana (Rosenthal and Hebets, 2012)], there remains
one Schizocosa species where the visual and vibratory signaling
appear non-functional from the female’s perspective—Schizocosa.
retrorsa (Banks, 1911).
Schizocosa retrorsa males engage in a multimodal courtship
display that conspicuously (to humans) includes visual and
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to test the hypothesis that female S. retrorsa can detect and
assess males through the air particle movement generated during
courtship leg waving.
To test our hypothesis, we conducted mating trials in
the absence (No Noise) and presence (Noise) of artificially
introduced air particle movement, or “noise,” intended to reduce
the air particle movement signal-to-noise ratio. We also ran
foraging trials in No Noise and Noise treatments to ensure that
our experimental manipulations did not have overarching effects
on behavior. In our mating trials, if air particle movement is a
critical signaling channel for S. retrorsa males, we would expect
higher mating success in the No Noise treatment group compared
to the Noise treatment group. We would also expect that the
rate of leg waving would still predict a male’s mating success,
even in the absence of visual or vibratory stimuli. Finally, if air
particle movement noise reduces or removes a female’s capacity
to assess the leg waving display, then we would expect that leg
waving rate would only predict mating success in the No Noise
signaling environments.

sexual maturation) and used only mature females and males
in our experiments. We identified mature females by observing
the opening of their epigynum on the ventral surface of their
abdomen and mature males by their bulbous pedipalps (Foelix,
1996) and black pigmentation on the femur of the first pair of
legs (Hebets et al., 1996).

Environmental Treatments (Exp 1 and 2)
To test the influence of artificially introduced air particle
movement on the mating success of S. retrorsa, we assessed
mating success and associated courtship behavior of males
under two experimental signaling environments: (i) No Noise
(Figure 1A) and (ii) artificially induced air particle movement
or Noise (Figure 1B). We created our No Noise environment
by removing the speaker cone from the first speaker (DD
Audio, Model: DB65A, Figure 1C, left image) to prevent the
introduction of air particle movement. We created a Noise
environment by using an identical speaker (DD Audio, Model:
DB65A), with the speaker cone intact (Figure 1C, right image)
to introduce artificially induced air particle movement into
the mating arena.
We positioned the speakers directly above the mating
arenas (the outer rim of the speakers was 7.5 cm from the
arena floor) using two mechanical arms with magnets (Brand:
StrongHand, Model: Snake Magnet, Supplier: StrongHand Tools,
United States) attached to the countertop. We connected
the speakers to an amplifier (Brand: Rolls, Model: PA71plus
MicroMix Power Amplifier) which connected to the laptop.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We conducted two similar, yet independent, experiments to
explore the impact of artificially induced air particle movement
(i.e., Noise that would presumably impede the detection of air
particle movement signals) on the mating success of Schizocosa
retrorsa. Experiment 1 (n = 14 per treatment) was conducted
in 2008 at a laboratory on the University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s
(UNL) city campus and used white noise as a stimulus for
artificially induced air particle movement. Experiment 2 (n = 26
per treatment) was conducted in 2021 at UNL’s field station in
western Nebraska (Cedar Point Biological Station) and used a
100 Hz frequency stimulus. The experiment was repeated (Exp
2) with a larger sample size in order to increase our confidence in
the results. Given the slightly different experimental design, we
analyzed the two experiments separately.

Study Animals
We collected juvenile Schizocosa retrorsa from Marshall, Co.,
Mississippi, United States near Wall Doxey State Park (34◦ 400 N,
89◦ 280 W) on 19th May 2008 (Exp 1) and from Panola Co.,
Mississippi, United States near Sardis Dam T8S R6W Sect. 13
(340 230 N 890 470 3000 W) on 5th May 2021 (Exp 2). We transported
spiders to the laboratory where we housed them individually
in plastic cages (5.8 × 5.8 × 7.9 cm, AMAC Plastic Products,
United States) covered with masking tape to visually isolate
individuals. The top of the cage had a hole fitted with a cork
for feeding and the bottom had a hole with a wick that sucked
in water. The inside of the cages had screening on 2 sides so
the spiders could climb. We placed all cages on top of chicken
wire mesh inside a plastic tub (65 × 37 × 14.5 cm) filled with
2–3 cm of water and in a controlled light environment (12 h
light, 12 h dark) and constant temperature of 25◦ C. We fed the
spiders twice a week with two 1/16th inch crickets (Gryllodes
sigillatus from Ghann’s Cricket Farm). We checked spiders every
1–2 days for molts (shed exoskeleton indicating growth and often
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FIGURE 1 | Environmental Treatments—No Noise and Noise Signaling
Environments. The mating arenas were set on a granite platform with the
speakers held on top of the arena with mechanical arms (A,B). One of the
speakers had the speaker cone removed (A,C left) and thus did not introduce
air particle movement. The other speaker had the speaker cone intact (B,C
right) and introduced air particle movement. All trials were run in the dark.
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small removable barrier (a plastic cylinder, open on the ends,
diameter 3 cm). We turned on the speakers and the infrared
camera, released the male and allowed the pair to interact
for 30 min.
After 30 min, we recorded whether the pairs were mating or
not. Schizocosa retrorsa mate for an extended duration (150–
160 min, Hebets et al., 1996), making it unlikely for us to have
missed a mating. We also scored all the trials using our infrared
recordings. Following all trials, we euthanized females and males
by freezing, and we preserved them in 70% ethanol. The spiders
were at the end of their natural life (life span: 1 year) and
the preserved specimens are retained in our collection (Hebets
laboratory) at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

The laptop screen remained completely dark for the entire
duration of each trial.
We employed 22–250 Hz white noise oscillations (Exp 1) or
constant 100 Hz oscillations of the speaker cone (Exp 2) in order
to stimulate trichobothria of a range of lengths on the walking legs
of S. retrorsa. The walking legs of spiders are equipped with large
numbers of trichobothria of varying lengths, and the frequency
tuning of each trichobothrium depends upon its length (Barth,
2002). In the relatively larger wandering spider Cupiennius salei,
the best frequencies of trichobothria range from 40 to 600
Hz, but each hair can respond to a relatively broad range of
frequencies, and both short and long trichobothria could reliably
follow medium oscillations between 10 and 950 Hz (Barth,
2002). We verified that trichobothria were stimulated in both
our experiments by observing their movement under a dissecting
microscope in response to the stimulus using the speaker with
speaker cone intact (Noise, Supplementary Video 2). We also
verified that there was no movement of the trichobothria when
we used the speaker without speaker cone (No Noise). We
adjusted the speaker with the speaker cone intact to a sound level
of ∼88 dB (Exp 1) and ∼74 dB (Exp 2) using a digital sound level
meter (Brand: RadioShack, Model: Digital Sound Level Meter
33-2055). The speaker with its cone removed was driven with
matched amplifier level settings.
To ensure that pairs were not able to detect each other visually
or through vibrations, we ran all mating trials in a dark room with
no light source and on a surface of granite. Previous studies have
demonstrated that granite effectively ablates the transmission of
spider courtship signals (Elias et al., 2004). Finally, to record all
trials for later analysis, we placed an infrared camera (Brand:
Sony, Model: FDR-AX53) in front of the experimental setup at
an angle of 10 degrees downwards from the horizontal and an
infrared light source (Brand: IR Illuminator, Model: CM-IR110)
close to the experimental setup.

Behavioral Scoring (Exp 1 and 2)
We used BORIS-2021-09-20: v.7.12.2 to quantify the videos of
the mating trials. We calculated the “latency to courtship” as the
time (in seconds) from when the males were released into the
arena until the males started courting. We calculated “latency
to mate” as the time (in seconds) from when the males started
courting until they mated, or till the end of trial (Exp 1) or the
last time they courted right before the trial ended (Exp 2). For
Experiment 1 and 2, we calculated the “rate of leg waving bouts”
(#/second) as the number of recorded leg waving bouts divided
by “latency to mate.” We defined a “bout” as a period of leg
waving separated by walking, grooming, inactivity, or push-up
displays. This variable has been scored and used previously for
S. retrorsa behavioral analyses (Hebets et al., 1996), and similar
measures have been used in other Schizocosa species to calculate
courtship rate (e.g., Rosenthal and Hebets, 2012). For Experiment
2, we additionally calculated the “rate of individual leg waves”
(#/second) as the number of individual leg waves divided by
“latency to mate.” Because we are interested in the potential for
each leg wave to generate air particle movement, we felt this was
a better measure of leg waving rate than considering only each
leg waving bout. Unfortunately, the same data (i.e., # individual
leg waves) were not available for Experiment 1. Nonetheless, an
analysis of the relationship between rate of leg waving bouts and
rate of individual leg waves in Experiment 2 shows that they
are highly correlated (Supplementary Figure 1). Finally, pushup displays are generally associated with leg waving bouts and for
Experiment 2, we also calculated the “rate of push-up” (#/second)
as the number of recorded push-up divided by “latency to mate”
(data unavailable for Exp 1).

Mating Trials (Exp 1 and 2)
Underneath the speakers, our mating arenas consisted of a
transparent plastic circular enclosure (diameter 20 cm and height
7.6 cm Exp 1 and 6.3 cm Exp 2) resting on top of a granite
slab. We coated the top inner circumference of the arena wall
with petroleum jelly to prevent spiders from climbing out. Before
each mating trial, we cleaned the arena and granite slab with
deionized water (Wilder et al., 2005). We cleaned everything with
70% ethanol at the end of each day. We always ran one No
Noise and one Noise treatment simultaneously in Experiment
1 and back-to-back trials (due to limited space) in Experiment
2. In Experiment 1, the arenas were separated by ∼5.4 cm.
Given that the speakers were directly above each mating arena,
it was unlikely that air particle movement was being introduced
into our No Noise arena from the adjacent Noise speaker. We
randomly paired females and males, and each individual spider
was only used once.
On the day of the experiment, we weighed focal females and
placed them in the mating arena in the dark on granite for
30 min for acclimatization. During that time, we weighed the
paired males. After 30 min of acclimatization, we introduced
the male into the arena, but restrained him underneath a

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org

Foraging Trials (Exp 2)
In Experiment 2, we aimed to further explore the impact that
our experimental treatments had on general female and male
behavior and so we examined foraging behavior. We ran foraging
trials 12–20 h before the mating trials. In the foraging trials,
we used the same environment—No Noise or Noise—that each
individual would be exposed to for their mating trial. We released
spiders into the “mating” arena (diameter: 20 cm, height: 6.3 cm;
in the dark; on granite) where we allowed them to roam freely for
3–4 min with the speakers playing the treatment stimulus. We
then introduced a single 0.32 cm (1/8th inch) cricket (Gryllodes
sigillatus) into the arena opposite to the position of the spider.
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The data were analyzed using the R 4.1.3 binary [for macOS
10.13 (High Sierra) and higher] through RStudio Desktop. The
packages used in R are tidyverse, ggplot2, survival (function
Surv), car (function Anova), ggpubr (function t_test), and stats.

We left the spider and cricket to interact for 3 min, after which
time we noted whether the spider ate the cricket or not.

Statistical Analyses
We analyzed each mating experiment (Experiment 1 and 2)
separately. For each, to ensure that there were no differences
between our treatments (No Noise/Noise) with respect to
female/male age or weight, we compared the ages and weights of
females and males. Also, we compared age and weight differences
of the females and males between the No Noise and Noise trials.
We ran unpaired t-tests to make sure there were no significant
differences in these categories.
To determine if the experimental signaling environments (No
Noise/Noise) influenced mating success (yes/no), we used a Chisquare test to compare mating frequency across each signal
environment. We performed a Kaplan Meier survival analysis to
determine if there were differences in “latency to mate” between
the signaling environments.
To determine if the experimental treatments (No
Noise/Noise) influenced male courtship behavior, we compared
the rate of leg waving bouts between the No Noise/Noise
treatments for each experiment separately using independent
two-sample t-tests. For Experiment. 2, we also compared the rate
of individual leg waves, and the rate of push-ups between the
signaling environments using independent two-sample t-tests.
We only did this for Experiment 2 because we did not have
these data for Experiment 1. We also explored the relationship
between rate of leg waving bouts and rate of push-up (Exp 2)
using Pearsons correlation analysis (Supplementary Figure 2).
Finally, given that we found differences in male signaling rates
between the signaling environments for both Experiment 1 and
2 (see “Results” section), we built binomial logistic regression
models for each experiment with predictor variables including
female age, male age, female weight, male weight, signaling
environment (Noise/No Noise), and rate of leg waving bouts and
an interaction between signaling environment and rate of leg
waving bouts. Our response variable was mating (yes/no). We
did not include rate of push-up in these analyses since we were
explicitly interested in the impact of air particle movement, which
are suggested to be generated by the dynamic motion associated
with leg waving, not push-up (Rundus et al., 2010). We dropped
all the terms except the signaling environments and the rate of
leg waving bouts by backward selection for significant terms. We
ran a second model for Experiment 2 using the rate of individual
leg waves in place of leg waving bouts. The results of the models
were summarized using Anova Type II and Wald Test. Given
that our results suggested an influence of leg waving (analyzed
as both bouts and individual waves) on mating success in both
experiments, we also compared the rate of leg waving bouts
between males that mated compared to the ones that did not mate
for each experiment using independent two sample t-tests.
To determine if the experimental treatments (No Noise or
Noise) had an influence on foraging behavior (Exp 2 only), we
built a binomial logistic regression model with foraging success
(yes/no) as the response variable and signaling environments, sex,
and signaling environments by sex as the predictor variables.
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RESULTS
Environmental Treatments (Exp 1 and 2)
For Experiment 1, females were on average 22.429 ± 3.91 days
post-maturation, while males were 31.821 ± 2.816 days postmaturation. Females weighed 79 ± 14 mg while the males
weighed 53 ± 7 mg. For Experiment 2, females were on
average 13.88 ± 0.92 days post-maturation, while males
were 24 ± 1.83 days post-maturation. Females weighed
56.5 ± 5 mg while the males weighed 41.88 ± 3.9 mg.
There was no significant difference in the ages or weights
of the females and males between the treatment groups in
either Experiment 1 (Supplementary Table 1) or Experiment 2
(Supplementary Table 2) or in the pairwise difference between
female/male age or weight within pairs across the treatment
groups (Supplementary Tables 1, 2).

Mating Trials (Exp 1 and 2)
Mating success was influenced by the signaling environment
across both experiments. In Experiment 1, significantly more
pairs mated in the No Noise (7/14; 50%) than in the Noise (1/14;
7.14%) signaling environments (χ2 = 6.3, df = 1, p = 0.012∗ )
(Figure 2A). We found comparable results in Experiment 2
where mating success was significantly higher in the No Noise
(14/26; 53.85%) than in the Noise (4/26; 15.38%) signaling
environments (χ2 = 8.497, df = 1, p = 0.004∗∗ ) (Figure 2B).
The signaling environments also influenced the time to mate
once courtship started (i.e., “latency to mate”). Pairs tended to
mate more quickly in the No Noise environments. This trend
was marginally non-significant in Experiment 1 (Figure 2C,
latency to mate- No Noise: 1459.643 ± 522.776 s, Noise:
1746.857 ± 198.842 s, Test-statistic = −1.921, df = 16.684,
p = 0.072), and significant in Experiment 2 (Figure 2D,
latency to mate—No Noise: 1062.142 ± 629.598 s, Noise:
1472.138 ± 382.298 s, Test-statistic = −2.838, df = 41.229,
p = 0.007∗∗ ).
The signaling environments significantly influenced the rate
of leg waving bouts in both experiments. In Experiment 1, males
had a significantly higher rate of leg waving bouts in No Noise
than in Noise signaling environments (No Noise: 0.02 ± 0.007
#leg waving bouts/s; Noise: 0.01 ± 0.007 #leg waving bouts/s,
test-statistic = 3.938, df = 25.905, p < 0.001∗∗∗ ; Figure 3A). In
Experiment 2, males also showed a significantly higher rate of leg
waving bouts in No Noise (0.021 ± 0.011 #leg waving bouts/s)
compared to Noise (0.012 ± 0.01 #leg waving bouts/second)
signaling environments (test-statistic = 3.009, df = 49.81,
p = 0.004∗∗ ; Figure 3B). In Experiment 2, we also examined
the rate of individual leg waves and rate of push-ups. We found
that rate of individual leg waves was significantly higher in No
Noise (0.224 ± 0.122 #individual leg waves/s) compared to Noise
(0.14 ± 0.137 #individual leg waves/s) signaling environments
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FIGURE 2 | Mating success was higher and faster in the No Noise compared to the Noise signaling environments. In both Experiment 1 (A, *p < 0.05) and
Experiment 2 (B, **p < 0.01) more pairs mated in the No Noise than in the Noise signaling environments. In Experiment 1 (C), pairs that mated also tended to do so
faster in the No Noise compared to the Noise signaling environments (p = 0.07: Here, ns-not significant), but the sample size was low, with only 1 mating in Noise. In
Experiment 2 (D) pairs that mated did so significantly faster in the No Noise than in the Noise signaling environments (**p < 0.01). The shaded regions in the Kaplan
Meier survival analysis (C,D) are the 95% confidence intervals at each time point and “ + ” signs (often superimposed) indicate pairs that did not mate (censored
pairs).

(test-statistic = 2.324, df = 49.363, p = 0.024∗ ; Figure 3C). The
rate of push-ups was also significantly higher for No Noise
(0.038 ± 0.018 #push-ups/s) than for Noise (0.022 ± 0.019 #pushups/s) signaling environments (test-statistic = 3.074, df = 49.983,
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p = 0.003∗∗ , Figure 3D). As described in previous studies
(Hebets et al., 1996; Rundus et al., 2010), rate of leg waving bouts
and rate of push-ups are correlated in the courtship of S. retrorsa
(Supplementary Figure 2).
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Foraging Trials (Exp 2)
In the No Noise signaling environment, 14/26 females
successfully captured prey (54%) while 13/26 females (50%)
did so in the Noise environment. For males, 11/26 successfully
captured prey (42%) in the No Noise environment while 9/26
males (35%) did so in the Noise environment. Our model
exploring the influence of sex and environment on the likelihood
to forage was not significant (Overall Model: Wald χ2 = 2.3,
df = 3, p = 0.52), indicating that there was no influence of the
signaling environment, nor was there an interaction between
signaling environment and sex, on the likelihood of successfully
catching a cricket.

DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate that the addition of air particle
movement into the environment disrupts the mating success
of S. retrorsa and alters male courtship behavior but does not
impact foraging success. These results confirm that S. retrorsa
can detect air particle movement and suggest that this previously
under-explored sensory modality is critical in their courtship
communication. The dynamic motion display of S. retrorsa leg
waving, formerly presumed to be important in visual signal
production/detection, had been proposed to (i) generate stimuli
detectable by the thin filiform sensory hairs (trichobothria)
located on S. retrorsa walking legs and (ii) be important in female
mating decisions (Rundus et al., 2010). Our results support these
hypotheses. Across two similar yet independent experiments, we
observed higher mating success in environments without (No
Noise) compared to with (Noise) artificially induced air particle
movement, or “noise.” Mating also happened faster in the No
Noise as compared to the Noise signaling environments. Notably,
in addition to influencing mating success, our manipulated
signaling environments also affected male behavior, with overall
rates of leg waving bouts, individual leg waves and push-ups
being higher in the No Noise compared to Noise environments.
Regardless of this plasticity in male courtship effort, however,
females appeared to use leg waving rate as a means of assessing
males independent of the signaling environment. Across all
treatments in both experiments, male leg waving rate was a
good predictor of mating success, with no observed interaction
with the signaling environment. Given that all mating trials were
run in environments that presumably prevented the female’s
detection of visual and vibratory signals/cues, we propose that
leg waving rate was detected with the female’s trichobothria,
which are sensitive to air particle movement. Although previous
research alluded to a role of air particle movement in the
courtship display of Schizocosa retrorsa (Rundus et al., 2010;
Choi et al., 2019), this study provides more direct support
for its importance.
Mating success was higher and the latency to mate was shorter
in the No Noise than the Noise signaling environments in both
Experiment 1 and 2. Presumably, this is because females are more
easily able to assess male leg waving in the absence of artificially
induced air particle movement and are thus able to make mate
choice decisions based on leg waving rate more quickly. The

FIGURE 3 | Male courtship behavior is environment dependent. The rate of
leg waving bouts by the males in the No Noise environment was significantly
higher than that in the Noise environment in Experiment 1 (A, ***p < 0.001)
and in Experiment 2 (B, **p < 0.01). The rate of individual leg waves (C,
*p < 0.05) and rate of push-ups (D, **p < 0.01) in Experiment 2 were also
significantly higher in the No Noise environment than in the Noise environment.

To evaluate the relative importance of the signaling
environment (Figure 2) and rate of leg waving bouts (Figure 3)
on mating success, we used a binomial logistic regression model.
With the smaller sample size of Experiment 1, our overall
model was marginally non-significant (Wald χ2 = 4.7, df = 2,
p = 0.094). For Experiment 2, when we used the rate of leg waving
bouts for the model, our overall model was significant (Wald
χ2 = 12.2, df = 2, p = 0.002∗∗ ) with rate of leg waving bouts
being highly significant (LR χ2 = 13.857, df = 1, p < 0.001∗∗∗ )
and the signaling environment marginally non-significant (LR
χ2 = 3.243, df = 1, p = 0.072). When we used the rate of individual
leg waves for the Experiment 2 model, the overall model is again
significant (Wald χ2 = 10.6, df = 2, p = 0.005∗∗ ), and both the
rate of individual leg waves (LR χ2 = 7.4515, df = 1, p = 0.006∗∗ )
and the signaling environment (LR χ2 = 5.409, df = 1, p = 0.02∗ )
showed a significant influence on mating success.
In Experiment 1, males that mated had significantly higher
rates of leg waving bouts (Mated: 0.034 ± 0.013 leg wave/s;
non-Mated: 0.015 ± 0.008 leg wave/s; test-statistic = 4.238,
df = 12.40168, p = 0.001∗∗ ; Figure 4A). We found the same
result in Experiment 2 (Mated: 0.025 ± 0.01 leg wave/s; nonMated: 0.012 ± 0.009 leg wave/s; test-statistic = 3.399, df = 31.177,
p < 0.001∗∗∗ ; Figure 4B).
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FIGURE 4 | Mating males displayed higher rates of leg waving bouts. The rate of leg waving bouts by males that mated was significantly higher than by males that
did not mate in Experiment 1 (A, **p < 0.01) and in Experiment 2 (B, ***p < 0.001).

for prey detection and thus leaving air particle movement,
chemical, and tactile (e.g., running into the prey) cues as means of
detecting prey. The lack of a treatment effect on foraging success
suggests the spiders in our experiment did not use air particle
movement to detect prey, leaving open the possibility of chemical
and/or tactile prey detection. Although it remains possible that
spiders might also be good at filtering out air particle noise
when detecting environmental stimuli. Regardless, our foraging
trials provide no evidence of general behavioral impacts of our
experimental treatments on S. retrorsa females or males.
In contrast to the results of our foraging trials, we found that
our environmental treatments in the mating trials did influence
male courtship effort. Male leg waving rates and push-up displays
were significantly higher in the No Noise than in the Noise
conditions across both experiments. These results suggest that the
detection of artificial air particle movement by males influenced
their courtship behavior specifically (i.e., not foraging behavior),
causing them to court less intensely or less vigorously. Previous
studies have similarly shown S. retrorsa male courtship behavior
to be dependent upon environmental conditions. In a study that
examined the influence of age on courtship, younger S. retrorsa
engaged in more courtship toward virgin females (and associated
chemical signals) while older males courted virgin and mated
females indiscriminately (Rundus et al., 2015). More recently,
it was shown that vibratory cues associated with male density
can influence a S. retrorsa male’s courtship effort (Choi and
Hebets, 2021). Our findings of behavioral plasticity in courtship
corroborate these earlier findings and highlight the importance
of the signaling environment on male signaling in S. retrorsa.
The continually observed relationship between courtship rate
(i.e., leg waving rate) and mating success in S. retrorsa (Rundus
et al., 2010; present study) suggests that females choose males
based on motor performance, or vigor (see Byers et al., 2010).
If such behavior is energetically costly, and if males perceive
that the signaling environment may not be conducive to signal

quality of decision making across animals is proposed to depend
on speed-accuracy tradeoffs (Chittka et al., 2009). In our Noise
environment, since the accuracy of the information that males
were communicating (i.e., leg waving rate) was disrupted by
the addition of air particle movement, or at least the signalto-noise ratio was reduced, assessment challenges were likely
imposed on females. The outcome was that fewer females
accepted males, and those that did accept males took longer
to make that decision. Speed-accuracy tradeoffs with respect
to mating decisions have been observed in other taxa as well.
Fiddler crabs (Uca annulipes) must accurately time their larval
release to coincide with the next nocturnal spring tide. At the
beginning of sampling period, the female crabs are choosy and
sample the bigger males of the population. However, toward end
of the sampling period, females are less selective due to the time
constraints (Backwell and Passmore, 1996). When female sand
gobies (Pomatoschistus minutus) were exposed to a high female
to male ratio, the mate choice decisions were sped up and these
females end up choosing males with low fecundity. However,
in the opposite situation where female to male ratio was lower,
female sand gobies took longer to make spawning decisions
and chose males with high fecundity and good parenting skills
(Diaz Pauli and Lindström, 2021).
An alternative explanation to air particle noise disrupting a
female’s ability to assess male courtship is that it disrupted the
behavior of females and/or males, leading to lower mating rates.
To attempt to address this concern, as part of Experiment 2 we
conducted foraging trials under both signaling environments (No
Noise/Noise) and found no impact of the signaling environment
on prey capture. A lack of difference in foraging success across
our treatments suggests that overall behavior of females and
males (e.g., movement rate, motivation to forage, and/or prey
detection) were likely not impacted by our environmental
manipulations. These foraging trials were also run in the dark
and on granite, presumably removing visual and vibratory cues
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but its effect on mate choice of the receivers still needs to be
investigated further.
In Experiment 1, our higher mating success in the No Noise
signaling environment appears to be driven by male behavior.
Males courted less vigorously in the No Noise treatment, and
since courtship rate predicts mating success, our results could
be explained solely by changes in male behavior across the
environments. Because our sample size in Experiment 1 was low,
and the influence of male courtship rate on mating success was
so high, we were unable to detect or disentangle an influence
of the signaling environment itself on mate choice. Thus, we
repeated the experiment. In Experiment 2, with a larger sample
size, we were able detect the influence of both male behavior
(i.e., rate of leg waving bouts as well as individual leg waves)
and the overall signaling environment on mating success. Results
of Experiment 2 suggest that lower mating success in the Noise
condition was driven by both (a) changes in male behavior and
(b) an overall effect of the signaling environment on female mate
choice. Indeed, when we use individual leg waves in our model
for Experiment 2, we find an effect of both rate of individual leg
waves and signaling environment on mating success.
Overall, our results support the possibility that female
S. retrorsa use detected air particle movement from male leg
waving displays to make mate choice decisions. Regardless
of whether noise was absent or present, females mated more
frequently with males that displayed higher rates of leg waving
across both experiments. If our artificially induced air particle
movement completely disrupted a female’s ability to detect the
air particle movement generated by male leg waving displays, we
would have expected to find a significant interaction between
leg waving rate and signaling environment on mating success.
In particular, we would have expected leg waving rate to predict
mating success in the No Noise, but not the Noise environments.
The absence of this result suggests that the female’s ability
to assess the “rate” of male leg waving, presumably by the
detection of air particle movement, was not impacted by our
noise treatment; though overall detection and speed of detection
was likely compromised (see previous discussion). We note,
however, that even in the case of a significant interaction, the
signal might still work, just less effectively.
An alternative explanation to female’s detecting air particle
movement is that leg waving rate is correlated with a signal in
another modality, such as chemical signaling, that females are
still able to detect. If, for example, males release a pheromone
and use leg waving as a means of dispersing it, then we might
expect the same results as those observed across our experiments.
This possibility remains to be tested. There are currently no
known airborne chemical signals in Schizocosa communication,
but there are many examples of silk-borne cues/signals (Roberts
and Uetz, 2005; Baruffaldi and Costa, 2010; Vaccaro et al., 2010).
Confirmation of the importance of air particle detection per
say will require some combination of trichobothria removal
experiments and electrophysiology.
The absence of an interaction between signaling environment
and leg waving rate in either experiment may be due, in
part, to our choice of “noise” stimuli. In Experiment 1, our
artificial stimulus was a white noise band with frequencies of

transmission (for example, due to noise in the environment), they
may reduce their effort, resulting in a lower leg waving rate. This
is but one potential explanation for our observed reduction in
courtship rate in the presence of noise. A few other possibilities
are that males are simply distracted by the addition of noise, or
that there are sensory constraints on processing, for example. To
explore the possibility that our noise treatment distracted males
or led to a decrease in overall movement of males, including
courtship behavior, we used data from Experiment 2 to examine
the relationship between the number of female-male contacts
(a potential proxy of “activity” or “movement”) and male leg
waving rate. We did not find a significant relationship between
rate of contacts and rate of leg waving bouts (R = 0.037, p = 0.8)
or between rate of contacts and rate of individual leg waves
(R = −0.033, p = 0.82). While certainly not definitive, these results
indicate that our mating differences are more likely driven by
female detection of male-generated air particle movement than
by overall male behavior itself.
Environmental noise is known to have broad-ranging effects
on wildlife (reviewed in Shannon et al., 2016) and the more
we look, the more examples we find of animals that adjust
their signaling to overcome environmental noise. The alteration
or adjustment of signaling in response to environmental noise
has been documented in numerous diverse taxa. For example,
common cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis) change their color (visual
display) more frequently in presence of anthropogenic noise,
even though these fish do not rely on acoustic signaling
(Kunc et al., 2014), and Bornean rock frogs (Staurois parvus)
use multiple visual signals and modified air-borne acoustic
signals to communicate with conspecifics when presented
with a noisy environment (Grafe et al., 2012). Similarly, in
response to environmental noise, tokay geckos (Gekko gecko)
lengthen certain high amplitude call syllables (Brumm and
Zollinger, 2017); male great tits (Parus major) sing at a higher
average frequency (Slabbekoorn and Peet, 2003); budgerigars
(Melopsittacus undulatus) and cotton top tamarins (Saguinus
oedipus) increase the amplitude of their signal in the presence
of background noise (Manabe et al., 1998; Roian Egnor and
Hauser, 2006); and greater mouse-eared bat (Myotis myotis)
actively avoid areas with noise while foraging (Schaub et al.,
2008), to name a few. Thus, while it is not particularly surprising
that male S. retrorsa alter their signaling rate in the presence
of air particle noise, it does highlight that behavioral plasticity
and responses to the environment are common across all
taxonomic groups.
Noise or disturbance in the signaling environment can also
alter the receiver’s behavior. In Painted Goby (Pomatoschistus
pictus), females depended more on visual signals as opposed to
acoustic signals from the male for mate choice decisions when
additional noise was introduced in the system (de Jong et al.,
2018). Female three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus)
paid more attention to visual cues than olfactory cues in clear
water but in turbid water, olfactory cues were more important
(Heuschele et al., 2009). Recent work on female tungara
frog, Physalaemus pustulosus, demonstrated that air-borne noise
influences the expression of female mating preferences (Taylor
et al., 2021). In our study, noise impacted signaler behavior
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movement is likely coincident with the detection of visual
movement and vibratory courtship songs (Hebets et al., 1996).
If and how females integrate these components, received by
different sensory organs (vision—eyes; vibration—slit sensilla;
air particle movement—trichobothria), during their assessment
of male courtship remains an open question. Multimodal
integration, or the combining of information received from
multiple sensory modalities to influence decision-making
(see Munoz and Blumstein, 2012) is not well understood in
most animal systems. Within arthropods, the best studied
systems include insects such as female mosquitos, Aedes
aegypti, that integrate carbon dioxide, visual, and thermal
cues (McMeniman et al., 2014); female bush crickets, Requena
verticalis, that integrate visual and acoustic cues (Bailey
et al., 2003); and the fly model Drosophila melanogaster that
integrates visual, auditory, chemosensory, and mechanosensory
signals during courtship (Spieth, 1974; Hall, 1994; Lasbleiz
et al., 2006); among others (reviewed in Thiagarajan and
Sachse, 2022). Within arachnids, recent evidence suggests
that the amblypygid Phrynus marginemaculatus integrates
visual and tactile cues during navigation (Flanigan et al.,
2021). In wolf spider genus Schizocosa, numerous studies
have demonstrated an interactive effect of multimodal
signals on receiver behavior (Hebets, 2011; Higham and
Hebets, 2013; Halfwerk et al., 2019). In our experimental
design, we prevented the integration of modalities, as we
purposefully created environments where females could not
detect visual or vibratory stimuli. It will be worthwhile to
explore these possibilities in S. retrorsa with respect the
female’s perception and potential integration of multisensory
signal components.

22–250 Hz while in Experiment 2, it was a 100 Hz. Previous
calculations of S. retrorsa leg waving rate were 13.55 Hz,
which is lower than either of our artificial stimuli. This nonoverlap in frequency range between our introduced noise and
male leg waving rate is the simplest explanation for why
female mate choice did not appear disrupted by air particle
“noise.” We would expect that if a noise stimulus that directly
overlaps with male signaling rates were introduced, female mate
assessment would be compromised. Future studies could test
this prediction.
We are confident that our artificial air particle movement
stimuli were sufficient to elicit responses from S. retrorsa
trichobothria. First, air particle movement receptors are
incredibly sensitive (Shimozawa and Kanou, 1984; Humphrey
and Barth, 2007) and are often tuned to low frequencies (<500
Hz) (Rinberg and Davidowitz, 2000; Shamble et al., 2016;
Raboin and Elias, 2019). Second, we confirmed the deflection
of trichobothria from our stimuli by viewing their movement
under a dissecting scope prior to the start of our trials. Third, we
observed a change in male behavior in the presence of introduced
air particle movement, i.e., reduced leg waving and push-up rate.
Our choice of stimuli for introducing air particle movement
was based upon working knowledge of general sensitivities of
trichobothria (Barth, 2002). This working knowledge all comes
from one model spider system, Cupiennius salei, but it is assumed
to be generalizable across spiders.
Previous dogma has understood that the reception, and
thus importance, of air particle movement in communication
would be limited because it only occurs at short distances from
the source—approximately 0.5–1 wavelength (Kinsler, 1999;
Jacobsen, 2007; Raboin and Elias, 2019). Recent studies, however
(e.g., Shamble et al., 2016; Menda et al., 2019; Stafstrom et al.,
2020) suggest that the detection of air particle movement may
take place at much longer distances than previously thought
(reviewed in Raboin and Elias, 2019), making it a viable
mode of communication. Nonetheless, air particle movement
(also referred to as near-field sound) has been overlooked and
underappreciated as a signaling modality, and the impact of noise
on this understudied signaling modality is even more unknown
(Raboin and Elias, 2019).
Air particle movement in the natural environment is produced
by numerous sources including abiotic (e.g., wind) as well as
biotic (e.g., anthropogenic, animal movements) sources. Many
sources of anthropogenic noise, for example, occur in the same
low frequencies often associated with air particle movement,
e.g., noise from roads (Hayek, 1990) and railways (Talotte
et al., 2003), among others (reviewed in Raboin and Elias,
2019). In terms of biological sources, bees, flies, and related
insects have wing beat frequencies ranging from 48 to 250 Hz
(Corben, 1983). Thus, is seems likely that spiders, and other
arthropods, are exposed to air particle noise. The extent to
which this disrupts communication in nature requires additional
exploration (Raboin and Elias, 2019).
In our study, results suggest that S. retrorsa males produce
air particle movement using dynamic leg waving displays
during courtship and that this movement is likely detected
and assessed by females. The detection of such air particle
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CONCLUSION
In summary, our mating trials were run in environments
where females were unable to detect visual and substrate-borne
vibratory signals, and we found that (i) the presence of air particle
noise reduced mating frequency and (ii) increased the latency
to mating. Additionally, across all signaling environments (iii)
mating was predicted by leg waving rate, despite (iv) leg waving
rate being influenced by the signaling environment. These results
suggest that male courtship is plastic and results are consistent
with the hypothesis that the dynamic motion of leg waving
generates air particle movement that is detected and assessed by
females during mate choice.
The understanding of multimodal communication in
organisms that are more distantly related to humans, like
arachnids, is often limited because of our own sensory biases
and experimental constraints. It is also often challenging to
determine which sensory systems receivers rely upon while
assessing complex communication displays. Finally, the potential
integration of sensory stimuli and how that influences decision
making is still not understood in most animal signaling systems.
Our study demonstrates the potential importance of a previously
underappreciated signaling modality and we suspect that many
similar instances exist across disparate animal groups.
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each of the groups either.
Supplementary Video 1 | Male Schizocosa retrorsa courtship behavior. Male
Schizocosa retrorsa displaying courtship behavior including
push-up and leg waves.
Supplementary Video 2 | Observed movement of the trichobothria on female
Schizocosa retrorsa. To provide a more focused noise stimulus in Experiment 2
while still ensuring that the spiders could detect the air particle movement, we
examined the movement of foreleg trichobothria under a dissecting scope at
sound frequencies of 0–150 Hz using the speaker with speaker cone intact
(Figure 1C, right). The trichobothria were observed to be moving between 70 and
130 Hz. This video shows the clear movement of trichobothria at 100 Hz in the
Noise signaling environment.
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